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Abstract: 
Agent based models take into account limited rational behaviour of individuals acting on 
financial markets. Explicit simulation of this behaviour and the resulting interac-tion of 
individuals provide a description of aggregate financial market time series. Al-though the 
outcomes of such simulations often exhibit similarities with real financial market time series, 
methods for explicit validation are required. This paper proposes validation using simulation 
based indirect estimation. It uses typical characteristic moments of financial market data to assess 
the similarity of simulation outcomes. Fur-thermore, the parameters of the agent based models 
can be estimated by maximizing this similarity. The paper presents details of this estimation 
approach and first results for the US–$/DM exchange rate. 
Executive Summary: 
Standard macroeconomic theories of foreign exchange rates like (un)covered interest parity, 
purchasing power parity or approaches based on the balance of payments have some information 
content for the development of foreign exchange rates in the long run. However, they are far from 
being comprehensive for the explanation of short-to medium-run movements. Furthermore, 
exchange rate time series exhibit statistical properties which are difficult to explain solely based 
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Agent based models have been developed during the last decade as a different paradigm for 
modeling financial market time series, in particular, for the foreign exchange market. 
 
These models allow to take into account limited rational behaviour and hetero-geneity of 
individuals acting on the market. It turned out that explicit simulation of resulting interaction of 
individuals provide a means of description of aggregate financial market time series. At least for 
specific parameter settings, the results of the simulations of such agent based models show some 
statistical similarities with actual foreign exchange time series, e.g. fat tails. Despite these 
similarities of simulated and actual time series, which raised the interest in the class of agent 
based models, an explicit method for the validation of this kind of models is still missing. 
 
This paper introduces a validation approach using a comparison of simulation out-comes with 
actual data. This comparison is based on characteristic moments like ARCH-effects or excess 
kurtosis. Using these moments (mean or median of the simulated moments), it becomes possible 
to obtain estimates of the agent based model using a simulated indirect estimation method. Even 
if adequate techniques for variance reduction are used, the remaining simulation variance will 
hinder the efficient application of standard numerical optimization tools. Therefore, the 
optimization heuristic Threshold Accepting is used for this final step. After a discussion of the 
implementation details, the paper will also present some first tentative estimation results for a 
standard agent based model of the US-$/DM exchange rate. 